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Scan the QR Code for the Youtube
video for this project!

January

Craft Club Box

Project Instructions

The Holiday decorations are coming down, but you still want to add that adorable touch to either your front door, or
even an inside entry way. This “Welcome to our Home” Scalloped Round is the perfect item to warmly welcome people
to your home. Included in this project are 2 removable & reusable mini cutouts in the shape of a snowflake and a heart.
Depending on the season, or even your current mood, you can use either one on your sign. Additionally, we have an
add on set of 10 more mini cutouts that you can purchase for this sign! They include a shamrock, bunny, paw print,
watermelon, star, pumpkin, ghost, turkey, gingerbread kids and a tree. This makes it the perfect sign to leave hanging all
year round! Contact your Creator to purchase this add on mini cutout kit!

Scalloped Round & Graphic Cutouts
1. Start by painting your scalloped round white. We like to start with the sides, and then
work your way to the front brushing in even strokes. While your round is drying, you can
paint your snowflake and heart white as well. You only need to do one side on all of
these items. Use as many coats as you would like to create your desired look.
2. Once your white paint has completely dried on your scalloped round, you are going
to position the stencil piece accordingly. Make sure that you press this down firmly to
avoid bleeding through. Inside the stencil, paint 2 coats of the stone paint. Allow this to
dry completely before carefully peeling off the stencil.
3. Apply the “Welcome to our” vinyl on the white area above the stone stripe. Use your
scraper card to make sure it is secured before peeling back the transfer tape. Repeat
this step with the “HOME” piece of vinyl over the stone stripe
4. Place your snowflake and heart vinyl on their matching small cutouts. This gets
placed like a big sticker. Line it up, and then rub it on.
5. Place a piece of Velcro to your scalloped board between the “H” and “M” in
“Home”.
6. Stick the other side of the velcro to your small cutouts.
7. Order a mini cutout add on kit so you can change your cutouts every month!

Mini Cutout

Add-On

SUB-ADDON-1 | $36.00

BOX CONTENTS:
Scalloped Round
Small Heart Cutout
Small Snowflake Cutout

Vinyl Design
Printed Graphics
2 oz. White Paint

1/2 oz. Stone Paint
Velcro

*Tool kit included if you are a new subscriber - we are excited to have you!

